Meet the Artists

Our rooms are collaborated by these six famous artists.

- **Chalit Nakpawan**: On his journey he stumbled upon entertainment industry and started to work as an actor.
- **Charoon Boonsuana**: A famous name in Thai artistic circles. He developed a realistic and independent brush style. With a rich and unique portfolio.
- **Jitsing Somboon**: His style was recognized as a valuable addition to the art scene and he won multiple accolades, including designer of the year award.
- **Tachapan Chanchamrassang**: A co-founder of AAM/FM Agency, the first illustration agency in Thailand.
- **Sakwut Wisecomane**: One of the country’s leading contemporary portraitists.
- **Thanachai Ujin**: Arts are ever-ruling he does, whether it’s singing, composing, photography, he is also designing clothing and working as an art director for various magazines.
Art Pieces Exclusively Created by Six Most Re-Known Local Thai Artists

Nude Art Theme

[2nd Floor]

The most outstanding rooms in our hotel; it is presented in nude art by the famous Thai artist, Sakwut Wisesmanee. The intimate 45 sqm interior allows you to be who you are without pretense. The open floor plan with subtle tones invites interaction between your creative and restful self, without disconnecting from time or inspiration.

By Sakwut Wisesmanee

“Experience the Difference as You Have Never Felt Before”
Op Art Theme [3rd Floor]

Op Art, also known as optical art, is a style of visual art that uses optical illusions. Op art works are abstract, with many well-known pieces in black and white. Typically, they give the viewer the impression of movement, hidden images, flashing and vibrating patterns.

By Jitsing Somboon

“Bringing You the Real Life Art & Atmosphere at Your Doorstep”
Pop Art Theme

[4th Floor]

It is art made from commercial items and cultural icons. Pop art presented a challenge to traditions of fine art by including imagery from popular culture such as advertising, news, etc. The concept of pop art refers not as much to the art itself as to the attitudes that led to it. Vibrant and young would describe the feeling of staying in this room.

By Chalit Nakpawan

“Free Yourself with Love, which is All-around You”
Abstract Art Theme
[5th Floor]

Abstract Art seeks to break away from traditional representations of physical objects. The concept is underpinned by the logic of perspective and an attempt to reproduce an illusion of visible reality.

“Simplicity is the Best form of Beauty”

By Thanachai Ujjin
Surrealism Art Theme

Surrealism attempts to resolve the contradictory visions of dreams and reality. Artists ArtMai_E-Brochure painted unerring, illogical scenes with photographic precision, created strange creatures from everyday objects and developed painting techniques that allowed the unconscious to express itself through an idea or concept. This is the kind of experience you will get from staying in this artist room.

By Tachamapan Chanchamrassang

“Relax as if it’s Sunday Everyday”
Impressionism Art Theme
[7th Floor]

Impressionism is a 19th century artistic movement that focuses on light, composition and visible brush strokes enhances the comfort in staying.

By Charoon Boonsuan
More than Just a Room & a Bed

Jarid Thai Food | Fine Wines

TRIPADVISOR RANKING: #9 OF 2,011 RESTAURANTS IN CHIANG MAI

Crazy about Authentic Thai Fusion? You have come to the right place

Jarid restaurant is a contemporary dining venue, which specializes in Thai fusion food along with many other international dishes. Artistic décor of the restaurant along with art gallery in the lobby enhances the ambiance of the place. To further heighten your dining experience we also serve high quality local and imported fine wines.

Served daily from 6:30 am - 10:30 pm
Art Gallery

Invite all the guests to explore the art-works spread throughout the hotel. It is where the artists displayed their works here. This could be one attraction when you visit Chiang Mai!

Fitness Centre

Equipped with professional gym equipment and facility setting in the heart of Nimman Raod.
Rooftop Swimming Pool

Take a dip in the rooftop pool, while enjoying the scenery of the Chiang Mai View top up with the sunset to end from your hectic day.

Top Destinations
Nearby Art Mai Gallery Hotel

- One Nimman: Latest landmark attraction in Chiang Mai with many hips corner for the guests to take a shot!
- Ibery: The unique café & amazing variety of ice cream flavours, smoothies and desserts.
- Think Park: Think Park is a shopping and cafe space.
- Rotee gu: Fusion Roti & Tea a must visit Café when you visit Chiang Mai.
- Night bazaar: Chiang Mai Night Bazaar is the main neighbourhood for shopping and nightlife. It's a must-see while in the city.
- Walking Street: A vibrant spectrum of art, crafts, music and food.
- DirtBike Cafe: An independently unique concept cafe inspired by the specialty coffee culture around the world especially in Australia.
- Warm up: The nightlife institution in Chiang Mai where features 3 distinct zones (outdoor stage, main room and lounge room).
- Kad Suam Keaw Shopping Center: The oldest of the shopping malls in Chiang Mai, but has a variety of shops, restaurants, discount stores and electronics stalls.
Contact Us

21 Soi 3, Nimmanhaemin Road, Suthep, Muang, Chiang Mai 50200, THAILAND

+66 53 894 888
+66 53 894 894
enquiry@artmaigalleryhotel.com
www.artmaigalleryhotel.com

ArtMaigalleryHotel
@ARTMAIGALLERYHOTEL
CompassHospitality